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 century of Western Europe, there was an innovation of theory named 
―Ars Nova‖ in the realm of music, which promoted the transmission of musical style 
while breaking the absolutely domination of the sacred music, as during this period 
the secular music became extremely prosperous and the French secular music 
developed most noticeably. Based on the achievements of earlier generations, the 
poet-musician Guillaume de Machaut who was also called ―the last trouvère‖ 
brought into secular music the new style which had been found in sacred music of 
the time, improved the form of polyphonic chanson, and made it an artistic form of 
unique style. All this influenced much other European countries of the time and the 
composers of the Renaissance. Based mainly on the chansons of Machaut, this 
article aims at exploring the stylistic emergence of Ars Nova chansons and its 
cultural context. The first chapter elaborates the general background of the time, 
including social and historical environment, as well as court life and the background 
of literature and art; the second chapter analysis the stylistic emergence of Ars Nova 
chansons from the aspects of conceptions, theory and practice; the third chapter aims 
at elaborating its cultural context and aesthetical implication through specific 
compositions. 
Having based on the referring partitions, verses and scholars‘ research, this 
article holds the opinion that French chansons of the time of Ars Nova are the most 
important achievement of medieval French secular songs, that they corresponded 
with the aristocratic interest, and during this course the aesthetical value stood for 
the first time out of that of religion, from which the scientific spirit of western music 
in the modern sense was born. Besides, this kind of art combines well the verse with 
music. In the 14
th
 century, rhetors like Machaut pursues the perfection of the 
technique of poetry and music to the utmost extent, for the unity of poetry and music 
stood in the center of this lyric art. 
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音乐2。《福威尔传奇》（Roman de Fauvel）是诞生于 14 世纪初的一部含有音乐



















1.  关于新艺术及相关中世纪音乐理论的研究 
                                                        
2 详见 David Fallows, The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians[Z], 1980. Vol.1: 639-640, ―Ars 
Nova‖. 
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